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St. Louis, MO -- (April 22, 2008) - KMC Information Systems, L.C. ("KMCIS") is pleased to announce that Blommer Peterman S.C.
(“BP”), based in Brookfield, WI, has begun implementation of KMCIS’ CaseAware™ Suite for it’s Default Services Practice. The suite
consists of CaseAware™ Manage and CaseAware™ Integrate. CaseAware™ Manage is a complete Legal Case Management System
developed specifically for the Default Services Law Practice and Foreclosure Trustee Firm. CaseAware™ Manage includes a dynamic
workflow engine, Automated Fees and Costs, and integrated Document Generation, Storage & Retrieval. CaseAware™ Integrate
provides automated, two-way transmission of data between the firm’s Case Management/Accounting systems and the prevalent
Default Services industry middleware platforms including – Clarifire®, Countrywide®, FISDesktop (NewTrak®, NewInvoice®)
Lenstar®, Quandis®, VendorScape®, iClear®, Walz®, ProVest®, and TSG/Texas Title Interfaces.
James M. Peterman, a partner at Blommer Peterman comments, “We are excited about the implementation of CaseAware. We were
able to see the system in full operation before we made our final decision, and we are convinced that CaseAware will enhance our
practice and increase our overall efficiency.”
KMCIS Chief Operating Officer Dan Cannon remarks that “KMC expresses its most sincere thanks to BP for their decision to make the
CaseAware™ Suite the basis of the Firm’s Application Technology. We have begun the implementation, and anticipate making rapid
progress toward full deployment. BP can expect the efficiencies and accuracy of the CaseAware™ Suite to further enhance the
already premier level of service and attention that the Firm’s clients have grown accustomed to”.
Blommer Peterman, S.C. provides a full range of default management services throughout the entire State of Wisconsin to its mortgage
banking and mortgage servicing clients. Blommer Peterman’s ability to effectively service a high volume caseload without sacrificing
attention to detail or compromising customer relations makes it truly unique to the industry. While Blommer Peterman incorporates a
high level of technology into its practice, it has not forgotten that the personalized team approach is also equally vital to providing
excellent legal services. Blommer Peterman, S.C. also offers complete loss mitigation services to it’s clients, and has established Merit
Title, LLC (a full service title and closing company) in order to efficiently utilize the “beginning-to-end” approach to default servicing.
Please visit www.blommerpeterman.com and see how Blommer Peterman, S.C., together with Merit Title, can positively handle all of
your Wisconsin default servicing needs.
Located in suburban St. Louis Missouri, KMC Information Systems is a full-service Software Development and Consulting Company
dedicated to implementing quality solutions for the Legal, Mortgage, and Title industries. KMC Information Systems’ Professional
Services group provides support for custom application development, system administration and support, and business process and
technology consulting.
Visit http://kmcis.com to view further information about CaseAware™ and the other Products and Services offered by KMC Information
Systems, L.C.
Disclaimers
Clarifire®, Countrywide®, iClear®, NewInvoice®, NewTrak®, LenStar®, ProVest®, Quandis®, Walz®, and VendorScape® are the
registered trademarks of their respective owners and KMC Information Systems, L.C. claims no interest therein.
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